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STILL GOING STRONG
Back in 2008, Helse Bergen Haukeland University Hospital established a radiopharmacy for PET 

radiopharmaceuticals and PET research. “We equipped this radiopharmacy with a mixture of hot cells for 

regulated production in a GMP environment and for research & development”, says Tom. “Today, twelve years 

later, this equipment still meets the current needs of the hospital and our department. Perhaps future needs 

might require additional synthesis hot cells or dispenser hot cells.” 

Von Gahlen was selected in a tender process. This was the start of a project in which Tom and the Von Gahlen 

project team closely collaborated. Or as Tom recalls: “I remember how timely and well their planning for this 

big project was. They saw our needs and added input to solutions during the planning phase. And ever since 

the installation, the hot cells have been performing as expected.”

We build long lasting, sustainable products. To back up such a claim, we thought it would be good to 
look back on a project that was delivered a while ago, and see how things are today. That is why we 
introduce Helse Bergen Haukeland University Hospital in Norway. In 2008 we delivered eight hot cells, 
four shielded laminar air flow hoods (LAF), a shielded fume hood and various other shielding products. 
Tom Christian Holm Adamsen is Chief Radiochemist & Production Manager at Haukeland University 
Hospital. He briefly reflects on 2008, but also shares his experiences with our services ever since. More in 
particular: why he decided to setup a service agreement with Von Gahlen.

Tom Christian Holm Adamsen in front of the twelve-year-old hot cells at Helse Bergen Haukeland University Hospital
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AVOIDING UNPLANNED DOWNTIME 
The long-term endurance of a hot cell is not a 

complete coincidence. Helse Bergen Haukeland 

University Hospital decided to setup and sign a 

service agreement with Von Gahlen, to optimize 

the lifecycles of the installation. Tom explains 

the content of such an agreement. “Our service 

agreement includes spare parts and a yearly visit by 

a service engineer. He checks the functionality of 

the hot cells, changes filters and reports any issues 

that might require follow up, extra maintenance or 

correction.” 

Tom is clear on why such an agreement is helpful 

to them. “For us as the regional and local supplier of 

PET-radiopharmaceuticals, downtime is something 

we strive to prevent. Preventive maintenance is 

essential to avoid unplanned downtime and to be 

compliant towards the authorities (GMP). If these 

kind of services would lack, it could mean more 

frequent downtime and disruption in the production. 

For the hospital this would mean lower quality of 

patient care.”

BENEFIT FROM THE 
VON GAHLEN SERVICES
Obviously, we are excited to see our products 

facilitating such important work at this fantastic 

hospital. Especially when this equipment has been 

doing so for more than twelve years now.  

We thank Tom for sharing his experiences with the 

Von Gahlen services. 

Please feel free to contact us if you would like 

to know more about our lifecycle optimization 

services.

Would you like to know more about this project?  

Or do you want to know what we could provide for 

you?

Feel free to contact us

T  +31 316 528 275

E  sales@vongahlen.com
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https://www.vongahlen.com/contact
https://www.vongahlen.com/this-is-von-gahlen/lifecycle-optimization-services
https://www.vongahlen.com/this-is-von-gahlen/lifecycle-optimization-services

